Session 1 October-December
9-14u
We develop our player’s mindset as well as their skillset during this time. We pride ourselves on
being information gatherers, not information givers. We implement our in-depth baserunning
system that is rooted in reads and techniques.
15u+
This is our showcase period. We bring over 40 colleges into our facility to see our players
workout. We also meet with our players individually to discuss their next step in the recruiting
process. We gather both hitting and pitching data to help establish their development plan in
Session 2.
Session 2 January-March
9-14u
During this time, we implement our team concepts both offensively and defensively. We focus
on the mental approach in the batter’s box, on the mound, and in the field. Decision making is
talked about at great length. We want to know the “why” behind all those decisions.
15u+
We dedicate the next 3 months to skill development to ensure our players are ready for their
high school season. We put individual plans in place for both pitchers and hitters based on our
fall evaluation period. We further our college recruitment talks with our players to ensure that
each school they are interested in gets to know them. Colleges are familiarized with our players
schedules for the spring and summer.
Session 3 April-July
9-14u
This is our game play time of year. We utilize game situations to guide what we work on in our
practices. We focus on minor mechanical changes with our indoor sessions, while addressing
in-game situations with our outdoor sessions.
15u+ June-August
This is our tournament season. Our teams are put into the appropriate tournaments depending
on their baseball goals. We are in constant communication with our players and coaches on
their recruiting outlook and maintain a steady flow of communication with college coaches so
our players can be seen by the appropriate people at the appropriate time.

